Six players in the crosshairs of Livorno
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Livorno - (from amaranta.it) Amoroso, Bruno, Parola, Bernacci. Further back Barusso and
Scardina. The names of hot transfers Livorno now are these, two midfielders and two strikers
and two are also those who will probably be on this list. For Romania is a different matter.
The first four have a common denominator: to have played only Bernacci nell'Ascoli and is
under contract with another team, the others are all there is to be released and then speak only
of duration and quantity of the engagement and get agree. How many opportunities do exist to
get them to Livorno?
Let's start with love.
Almost 34 years, director, Pillon put it on top of the wish list for that role. The age does not
seem to matter much, is reliable and that is enough. There is the availability of the player and
his agent is saying that is exposed in no more than ten days the thing will be resolved one way
or another, has also said that other companies would not making the names (we do them:
Sassuolo, Cittadella, Reggina and if fished, Triestina). Stories would not believe for one year.
We remain in midfield (and between Pisa ...): Andrea Parola.
He too readily arrive, but here is more difficult because they lack required in series A and
apparently also from abroad. And 'three years younger than Amoroso is a lot. It can make even
the director, but if the choice fell on him, may well be purchased as a pure median, since we
believe it still lacks one.
Ask a multi-year, as Salvatore Bruno '79 class too great craftsman and the penalty in Serie B.
The list of suitors is known: Livorno, Grosseto, Pescara and Reggina. Shoot big Sasa: three
years from 350 000 euros. Or at least that's what they felt the Abruzzi request. Livorno will take
him to a fight, but not impossible. Of the four squares who want it, Livorno is perhaps a little
more ambitious. [ More ... ]
Marco Bernacci: Bologna is and his name you do a couple of months to allow an exchange with
Tavano. Costs for the pockets of Spinelli, also of engagement, but fortunately the Sciuè
Porcedda seems not spare no expense and this is when the exchange Ciccio definitively with
the Bolognese and Bernacci back on loan is not so farfetched, provided rossoblu that the new
owner will take over remaining installment payable at Valencia and a part of the salary of the
former Ascoli. What is more than 800 000 net of number 10 amaranth ... Difficult, very difficult,
but Spinelli is also perfectly capable of standing out from this situation.
Chapter Romania: The Barusso we repeated over and over again, with the sense that it must
get rid of an extra to go to Rodriguez. The player is mighty good with a shot better, but feel good
at 100% is not his forte. Do not want to go abroad and Rome say that the only serious offer is
precisely that of Livorno loan foreclosures half.
In the capital are also convinced that within a few days Scardina will amaranth, although it
remains to understand the point of view about having a 18 year old Pillon in pink to a delicate
role as the attack and where it is more advisable to have experience.
Annotation final account and Bruno Amoroso, some national newspaper business gives almost
straight. Optimistic ...
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